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1 quick start for dummies
In this section some really fundamental instructions are quickly shown. I

skip any detailed explanation of the following code, being it almost selfex-
planaitory. A more complicated and funny example is discussed in Sec. 3.

Listing 1: Basic Fortran constructs (download this source code here)

1 !********************************************************************
2 ! The example introduces some basic Fortran features, such as

3 ! 1) Variable declaration

4 ! 2) Printing on the screen

5 ! 3) Printing in a user defined file

6 !********************************************************************
7

8 !********************************************************************
9 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

10 ! First release: 25/05/2017

11 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

12 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

13 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

14 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

15 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

16 !********************************************************************
17

18 program FundamentalsForDummies

19 implicit none

20 ! DECLARATION SECTION. HERE WE DECLARE ALL

21 ! THE VARIABLES

22 real*8 Radius,CircArea ! real variables in double precision

23 real*8 GreekPi ! if you want to declare variables in

24 !single precision, use the instruction "real" rather than

25 !"real*8".Remember that if you are interested in scientific
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26 !computing, it is a good practice to declare always real

27 !numbers in double precision

28 integer YesNo ! integer variable

29

30 ! let us print some information on the screen

31 print*,"**************************************************"

32 print*,"Hello guys, I print everything in between the "

33 print*,"quotation marks (refere to this source code) "

34 print*,"You can introduce your Fortran instructions using "

35 print*,"columns 10 to 71. After column 71 you may start a "

36 print*,"new line or you may go on writing your instructions

37 & on a new line, provided that you add the symbol ’&’ on

38 & column 6. (see this source code)"

39 print*,"**************************************************"

40

41 print*,""

42 print*,""

43 print*,"Now we may compute the area of a circle."

44

45 ! First we calculate the value of GreekPi

46 GreekPi = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0) !remember that the

47 !tangent of Pi/4 is 1, thus by inverting, we get the formula

48 !above (see any textbook on Calculus)

49

50 !we now read from the keyboard the value of the radius of

51 !the circle

52 100 print*,"Introduce the value of the radius:"

53 read*, Radius !read the value from the keyboard

54

55 CircArea = GreekPi * Radius * RAdiUS ! FOrTRAn is noT

56 ! KEYSEnsItive, so Radius = RAdiUS

57

58 print*,"The area of the circle with Radius", real(RadiUS)

59 print*, "is given by:"

60 print*,real(CircArea)!try to print the result without

61 ! the function "real(...)". Just write CircArea.

62

63 !Now let’s try to write the result on an external file

64 write(*,*)"Now let’s try to write the result on an external"

65 write(*,*) "file" ! as you can see,if we want to write

66 !something on the screen, we can use both the instruction

67 !"print*," , as before, or "write(*,*), as in the last two

68 !instructions"

69

70 !we need to open an external file and write inside it the

71 !value of the area. Here is the instruction to open the file

72

73 open(unit=27, file="CircleArea.dat", status="unknown")

74 ! the number "27" is a label (your own choice) associated to

75 ! the file name "CircleArea.dat" (your own choice). When you

76 ! open a non existing file, always use the instruction

77 ! status="unknown".

78 ! We will see that when a file already exists, we may use the

79 ! statement status="old" and other types of instructions. For

80 ! now, we do not go inside these instructions...and now let’s

81 ! try to write something inside such file

82 write(27,*)"The area of the circle with Radius",real(Radius)

83 write(27,*)"is given by:"

84 write(27,*)real(CircArea)

85 !observe that now we use the instruction write(27,*).

86

87 !if we no longer need the file "CircleArea.dat", let us

88 !close it

89 close(27)

90 !if we open another file now, we could use the label 27

91 !again (AFTER the "close" instruction)

92
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93 ! a simple conditional statement

94 print*,"Do you want to compute the result again?"

95 print*,"type 1 for Yes and 0 for No"

96 read*, YesNo

97

98 if(YesNo == 1) goto 100 !100 is a label (your own choice)

99 !you are required to write the label only within the first

100 !three columns (look for the label 100 above, row 52).

101 ! The instruction says "if YesNo = 1" (observe

102 !that in order to tell to the compiler the logical equivalence

103 !we write == and not =) jump to label 100. Try also to change

104 !this instruction with the following

105

106 !if(YesNo==1)then

107 ! goto 100

108 !end if

109 ! you’ll see that the result is the same

110

111

112

113 print*,"Thank you for having fun with me. Cheers :-)"

114 print*,"END OF THE PROGRAM !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

115

116

117 end program FundamentalsForDummies

2 introduction
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Figure 1: To estimate π using formula in Eq. (2) we imagine to randomly throw Nb

balls on a square with unitary side. Among all the balls in the square, we
count only the Nc balls fallen inside the circular sector. The ratio Nc/Nb,
multiplied by 4, should be an approximation of π as much accurate as the
number Nb increases, exactly equal to π in the limiting case of Nb →∞

The irrational number π = 3.24 · · · is characterized by an infinite num-
ber of digits and the exact value can actually be never obtained. How-
ever, it is possible to estimate it with various methods. Some of them are
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well explained on the Wikipedia web page (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Pi) where it is also possible to find the first 100000 digits (https:
//it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi_greco_(prime_100_mila_cifre)). For exam-
ple, an approximation for the number π, taken from Wikipedia is

πWiki ≈ 3.1415926535 (1)

In the following example we shall be concerned with the estimation of
π using a Monte Carlo method [Heermann and Binder, 2010]. After the
Monte Carlo evaluation , we will compare the result with the one reported
in Eq. (1) to understand the quality of the approximation.

The method works in this way. We suppose to randomly throw on a
square with unitary side a certain number of balls, say Nb. We can model
the final position of a given ball with two random numbers, say x and y,
both uniformly drawn between 0 and 1. After any trial, the position of a
given ball will be thus univocally determined by the couple (x,y), telling us
where the ball is on the square. A simple argument can easily show that, in
the limiting case of Nb →∞ we get

π

4
= lim

Nb→∞ Nc

Nb
(2)

being Nc 6 Nb the number of balls fallen within the circular sector of
unitary radius. Unfortunately, we cannot throw an infinite number of balls,
however, we shall see that Eq. (2) approximates π better and better as we
increase Nb (see also App. A).

3 fortran code

Listing 2: Fortran code for the Monte Carlo evaluation of π according Eq. (2) (down-
load this source code here)

1 ! It is a good practise to use comments in a source code. A comment

2 ! with Fortran can be easily written by adding a "!" on the first

3 ! column and here we go: whatever comes after the "!" will be

4 ! skipped by the compiler (don’t know what is a compiler? give a look

5 ! at https://www.giuseppeforte.me). Comments can be used to explain

6 ! the goals of the program and thus making it understandable

7 ! for any future reference. You might find useful something like

8 ! the following lines.

9

10 !**************************
11 ! This program computes the value of Greek Pi using a Monte Carlo

12 ! Algorithm.

13 ! (refere to [1] and https://www.giuseppeforte.me) for more

14 ! details on the algorithm).

15 !

16 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

17 ! First release: 25/05/2017

18 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

19 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

20 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

21 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

22 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

23

24 ! REFERENCES:

25 ! [1] Heermann, Dieter W., and K. Binder. "Monte Carlo Simulation

26 ! in Statistical Physics. Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 2010.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi_greco_(prime_100_mila_cifre)
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pi_greco_(prime_100_mila_cifre)
https://www.giuseppeforte.me
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27

28

29 !!!!!! THE PROGRAM STARTS HERE

30 !!!!!! THE PROGRAM STARTS HERE

31

32 ! IN FORTRAN DO NOT WRITE THE INSTRUCTIONS STARTING FROM THE FIRST

33 ! COLUMN. ALWAYS START FROM COLUMN 10

34

35 program PiMonteCarlo ! "PiMoteCarlo" is the program name

36 ! (your own choice)

37 implicit none

38 integer i, i1 !Dummy variables. We will use them in the loops

39 integer Nb ! "Nballs" is an integer variable in single

40 ! precision. It represents the number of balls

41 ! we wanto to throw on our unitary square

42 integer Nc ! Fraction of balls fallen in the unitary

43 ! circle

44 real*8 Pi,x,y ! "Pi", "x" and "y" are real variables in

45 ! double precision:

46 ! Pi = Greek Pi

47 ! x = a variable to which we will associate a

48 ! random number

49 ! y = a variable to which we will

50 ! associate a random number

51 real*8 Dist ! Dist = Square root of (x^2 + y^2)

52 ! it is the distance of the point (x,y) from

53 ! the origin

54 real*8 Pi_From_Wiki ! Pi_From_Wiki = The value of Pi taken

55 ! from Wikipedia

56

57 print*, "*************************************************"

58 print*, "This program evaluates Greek Pi with a simple "

59 print*, "Monte Carlo method."

60 print*, "*************************************************"

61 print*, ""

62 print*, "Insert the number of balls you want to throw:"

63 read(*,*) Nb

64

65 open(unit=18, file="ReadPi_Wiki.dat",status="old") ! open

66 !the already existing file "ReadPi_Wiki.dat". N.B.= the

67 ! file "ReadPi_Wiki.dat" MUST be placed in the same folder

68 ! of the current source code

69 read(18,*) Pi_From_Wiki ! Read the value of Pi written in

70 ! the file "ReadPi_Wiki.dat"

71 close(18) ! close the file "ReadPi_Wiki.dat". We no longer

72 ! need it

73

74 Nc = 0 !Initialize Nc to zero

75

76 do 100 i=1, Nb ! loop over "i" (i --> dummy variable)

77 ! "100" is a label (your own choice)

78 call random_number(x) ! Assign to "x" and "y" two random

79 call random_number(y) ! numbers, uniformly dostributed

80 ! between 0 and 1

81

82 Dist = sqrt(x**2.0d0 + y**2.0d0) ! distance from the

83 ! origin

84

85 if(Dist .le. 1.0d0)then ! condition. If we are inside the

86 ! circle, increase Nc by one,

87 ! otherwise do not execute any

88 ! operation and throw another ball

89 Nc = Nc + 1

90 end if

91

92

93 100 end do ! here again we find the label "100". In this case
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94 ! the label is needless, however when we have a lot

95 ! of loops, especially nested loops in a single

96 ! program, labelling them may help reading the

97 ! the source code

98 Pi = dble(Nc)/dble(Nb)

99 Pi = 4.0d0*Pi ! evaluate Pi

100

101 ! Let’s print the result on the screen

102 print*,"**************************************************"

103 print*,""

104 print*,"The estimated value of Pi. is:"

105 print*,"single precision:", real(Pi)

106 print*,"double precision:", Pi

107 print*,"The error with respect the value taken from "

108 print*,"Wikipedia is written in the file Error.dat "

109 print*,"**************************************************"

110 print*,""

111 print*,"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

112

113 ! Let’s print the result on an external file

114 open(unit=19,file="Error.dat",status="unknown")!open the new

115 ! file "Error.dat"

116 write(19,*)"**********************************************"

117 write(19,*)"Error:"

118 write(19,*)"(Pi Calculated - Pi from wiki) / Pi from wiki:"

119 write(19,*)"single precision:",

120 & real(abs(Pi-Pi_From_Wiki)*100.0d0/Pi_From_Wiki), "%"

121 write(19,*)"double precision:",

122 & abs(Pi-Pi_From_Wiki)*100.0d0/Pi_From_Wiki, "%"

123 write(19,*)"END OF THE PROGRAM!"

124 close(19) !close file "Error.dat"

125 end program PiMonteCarlo ! end of the program ... cheers :-)

The lines 1–34 are just comments, to help you reading your own file. The
comments always start with a “!” on the first column (or whatever other
column after column 6). It is a good practice to introduce the instruction in
Fortran by starting from column 10, up to column 71. If an instruction needs
more columns, you may possibly write it on two different rows. In order to
do that, just go to the new line, start writing your instructions from column
10 and put on column 6 the symbol & (see Listing 1 on Sec. 1). Line 35

contains the first instruction: “program”. This instruction declares that the
main program is starting, whatever contained between “program” and the
instruction “end program” (line 125) will be compiled by the compiler (with
the exceptions of comments of course) and executed once you obtain the ex-
ecutable file. The name "PiMonteCarlo" is simply the name of the program.
Such name is your own choice. You are free to pick up the name you prefer
for your program. Line 37 contains the instruction “implicit none”. This in-
struction tells to the compiler that there are not implicit variable types. For
example, if we skip such instruction, variables with the name “I”, “M”, “N”
· · · are implicitly assumed by the compiler as integer variables! This means
that you do not need to declare them as long as you use them as integer
variables. It is a good practice to make numerical operation only between
variables of the same type (reals with reals, integers with integers and so
on1). For example: try to “play” with divisions among variables of different
types and print on the screen the result.

Lines from 38 to 55 are devoted to the variable declaration. In particular,
for our proposes, we declare both integer and real variables. It is possi-

1 Typically, when two different kind of variables are used in the same expression and the result
stored in a variable which belongs to one of the two types, Fortran automatically (and ten-
tatively) converts the variable declared with another type in order to perform the operation,
however it is better to avoid any mixing among variable types!
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ble to skip the declaration section using a particular syntax which tells to
Fortran that all the variable are implicitly defined. We shall return on this
point in another note, however we strongly suggest to introduce always
the declaration section. When the variables are not explicitly declared, fre-
quently happens that the same variable is used for different computations,
thus getting unrealistic results. Moreover, it encourages the introduction of
a certain number of unnecessary variables (redundancy), thus subtracting
space to the memory, which may be used for other scopes. Writing a code
in the optimal way is one of the developer responsibility.

Lines between 57 and 62 just print on the computer screen whatever is
written in between the symbols “ ”, while at line 63 the instruction “read(*,*)”
is used to accept in input from the keyboard a number, which will be as-
signed to the variable “Nballs”. Observe that attached to the word “read”
there are the symbols “(*,*)”. This specification is used to tell to the compiler
that the the data must be read from the standard input (the keyboard) with
standard format (we shall return on the Fortran formats in future notes).
Such specification is specified by the first “*”. The second “*” specifies the
formatting style. We shall discuss such point in another note. For now we
will always use a “*” in the second place of the symbol “(*,*)”

Line 65 tells to the compiler how to open an already existing file, whose
name is “ReadPi_Wiki.dat”. To such file we also associate a completely
arbitrary label (your own choice). In this case we associate the label “18”
(unit=18). In line 69, we read a data from the file “ReadPi_Wiki.dat” and we
assign such value to the variable “Pi_From_Wiki”. The file “ReadPi_Wiki.dat”
must be in the same folder of the source code in Listing 2. It is supposed
that the file “ReadPi_Wiki.dat” has been previously created by the user. Of
course, in our case, the content of the file “ReadPi_Wiki.dat” is nothing but
the number in Eq. (1). To read the number in the correct way we used the
instruction “read(18,*)”. Let us observe that there is a difference with line
63. Now the first “*” has been replaced by the number “18”, i. e. the instruc-
tion tells to the compiler to read from the file labelled “18” . The second
“*” shall be discussed in another note (again: it’s related to the formatting
style). Finally, line 71 is used to close the file “ReadPi_Wiki.dat”.

Line 74 sets Nc = 0, Nc is the counter which counts the number of balls
fallen in the circular sector of unitary radius. Lines 76–93 contain the bulk
of the program. In particular for any ball tossed (doi = 1,Nb, line 76) two
random numbers x and y are generated (lines 78 & 79), both uniformly dis-
tributed between 0 and 1. This operation is made possible by the Fortran
intrinsic routine “random_number(x)” which is recalled in any Fortran pro-
gram with the instruction “call random_number(x)”. Such routine writes
in “x” the a random value uniformly distributed between 0 and 1

2. After
the random number generation, we control if the distance o the point (x,y)
from the origin is lower than 1, i. e. we check (with the “if” instruction, line
85) if √

x2 + y2 6 1

If such condition is verified, it means that the ball fallen in the circular sector
and thus we increase by one the value of Nc, i. e. Nc = Nc+ 1

2 WARNING= the GNU random number generator has got some bugs, thus for professional
uses, it is batter to replace the routine random_number with a better one, see for example[Press,
1996]
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Once the loop is over, we proceed to compute the result, estimating π
with (Eq.. (2)), i. e.

π ≈ 4Nc

Nb

and we print the result on the screen (lines 102–111)
Lines 114–124 are used to write some more results in an external file. The

external file is created with the instruction on line 114, we named such file
“Error.dat” (your own choice) and arbitrarily labelled it with the number
“19” (unit = 19) . In order to write the data in the file “Error.dat”, we use the
instruction “write(19,*)”, i. e. write the data in the file labelled 19.

Finally, line 125 closes the program.

a further comments and easy modifications
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Figure 2: To estimate π using formula in Eq. (2), we imagine to randomly throw Nb

balls on a square with unitary side. Among all the balls in the square, we
count only the Nc balls inside the circular sector of unitary radius. The
ratio Nc/Nb, multiplied by 4 should be an approximation of π as much
accurate as the number Nb increases, exactly equal to π in the limiting
case of Nb → ∞. This picture shows how The relative error with respect
the value of π evaluated as arctan (1) = π/4 decreases as we increase the

size of the sample (i. e., as we increase Nb)

Listing 3: Fortran code to evaluate the relative error as a function of Nb (download
this source code here)

1 ! This program evaluates the value of Greek Pi with a simple

2 ! Monte Carlo method. The evaluation is based on counting the number

3 ! of balls Nc fallen in the circle with unitary radius out of Nb balls

4 ! thrown on the square of unitary side. We thus repeat the process

5 ! 100 times for increasing Nb

6

7 ! Author: Giuseppe Forte

https://www.giuseppeforte.me
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8 ! First release: 25/05/2017

9 ! e-mail: giuseppe.forte@giuseppeforte.me

10 ! Website: https://www.giuseppeforte.me

11 ! License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0

12 ! International (CC BY-SA 4.0)

13 ! (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/)

14

15 program PiMonteCarlo

16 implicit none

17 integer i, i1

18 integer Nb, dN ! we increase the number of balls thrown on

19 ! the square by dN=100 every time

20 parameter(Nb = 1000000, dN = 100)

21 integer Nc ! Fraction of balls inside teh circle

22 real*8 Pi,x,y ! "Pi", "x" and "y" are real variables

23 real*8 Dist ! Dist = Square root of (x^2 + y^2)

24 ! it is the distance of the point (x,y) from

25 ! the origin

26 real*8 Pi_From_Formula, Error

27 parameter(Pi_From_Formula = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0)) ! formula to

28 ! evaluate Greek Pi (refere to any Calculus textbook)

29 ! try to write atan(1) and compile... ;-)

30

31

32 open(unit=18, file="ErroTwo.dat",status="unknown")

33 i = dN

34 do 100 while(i.le.Nb)

35 Nc = 0

36 do 101 i1=1, i

37 call random_number(x)

38 call random_number(y)

39 Dist = sqrt(x**2.0d0 + y**2.0d0)

40 if(Dist.le.1.0d0)Nc = Nc + 1

41 101 end do

42 Pi = 4.0d0*dble(Nc)/dble(i)

43 Error = (abs(Pi - Pi_From_Formula))/Pi_From_Formula

44 Error = Error * 100.0d0

45 write(18,*)i,real(Error)

46 i = i + dN

47 100 end do

48

49

50 close(18)

51

52 end program PiMonteCarlo ! end of the program... cheers :-)
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